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Note: Corrections to these provisional minutes should be sent 

to Mr, Richards, room 403, within 48 hours of their 

distribution or as soon as possible thereafter. 



1. PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET FOR 1950 - DISCUSSION ON FINANCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS (Documents EB2/63, EB2/47, EB2/48 Rev.l and 

EB2/49) (Continuation) 

Dr. MANI reminded the Board of his proposal for approval of the 

financial implications contained on pages 4 and 5 of document EB2/63, 

made after a prolonged discussion and explanations by the Director-General. 

Dr. (ЖАИ suggested that two additional items should be included in 

the philosophical presentation of the principles on;"which the budget 

would be based: 

(1) the principle contained in the Preamble to the Constitution regarding 

the necessity of informed opinion and active co-operation on"the "part of 

the public in the improvement of the health of the people 3 аде! 
• • . .. 

(2) that contained in Article 2(c) referring to the assistance to be 
• • • • . • 

given to governments in strengthening health services• 
• • . 

Item (1) on page Э} entitled "Tropicал Hygiene", should, be amended 

to read "Urban and Rural Sanitation and Hygiene" in accordance with the 

decision of the Health Assembly. 

The question of health education should also be included in the 

programme envisaged for 1950о 

Dr. YUNG, while agreeing on the necessity for the gradual development 

of the Organization, thought that the budget diould not again be reduced, 

and proposed that the 1950 budget be fixed at a ceiling of seven million 

dollars• 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with the observatioias made by Dr. Gçar that 

the document should be amended to include the two principles outlined 

in the Constitution, and that health education should form part of the 

1950 programme• 

Replying to Dr. Yung, he said that the Executive Board was not 

competent to recommend a ceiling for the budget, 
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Dr. HYDE stated that: (1) the first two paragraphs on page 5 intro-

duced a new concept of the functions of WHO, by implying that it was 

a supply organization; (2) section II introduced the basic question 

of scales of contributions, which had no relation to the form of 

presentation of the b u d g e t ; ⑶ saction II I , concerning the question 

of contributions in kind rather than in an accepted currency, was also 

a new conception• The three points should be carefully considered and 

diecussed* % 

Dr# van den BERG supported the remarks of Dr# Hyde. He reserved 

his position in any consideration of the budget based on the appli-

cation of the philosophy outlined in the document under discussion^ 

Dr, MACKENZIE said that the sub-title of document EB2/48/Revel 

should be amended to read: "Paper submitted by the United Kingdom 

Delegation"« The paper had been submitted in the hope that it would 

be noted by the Executive Board, to serve as guidance for the Director-

General in establishing the budget• He felt* that the Executive Board, 

as one of its responsibilities to the Health Assembly, should give 

careful consideration to budgetary questions. There was no question 

of the Board1s fixing a ceiling•丨 but it should consider whether or 

not the budget should be increased. The Board" had to take account of 

the interests of the Health Assembly: it might b.e well nc?t to increase 

the budget, but to abstain from consideration of that point until WHO 

had achieved some tangible achievement, justifying such an increase• 

He felt it would be useful if thè Diréctor-General would take note 

of the paper and bear it in mind in the preparation óf the budget• 

Dr. HÏDE made4 the following additional comments on the points he 
* . . . . . ' . • • • • • 

had previously raised: (1) The Health Assembly had limited supply-

functions to the despatch of equipment and teaching material for the 



use of demonstration teams• If larger supply operations were now 

possible, a specific plan, with certain limitations, should be laid 

down, accompanied by a concise statement on the extent of the 

supply programme involved• 

(2) The quGstion of reconsideration of scales of contributions 

involved the respective governments• It might be proper to instruct 

the Director-General to communicate with governments and obtain their 

reactions * Any proposal submitted to the Assembly for changes in the 
• • • - • • . . • 

scale of contributions should be supported by detailed suggestions 

indicating the bases on which the scales were founded. (3) The 

question of contributions in kind involved a fundamental change in 

the financing of WHO, and the views of governments should be obtained 

on the matter• Governments should be consulted on the last two points, 

prior to any decision by the Executive Board recommending such 

basic changes to the Health Assembly. 

Dr. MACKENZIE stressed that the programme in regard to medical 
» 

supplies was a fundamental change in policy which could not be embarked 

upon without some mandate from the Health Assembly. He agreed that 

points (2) and (3) raised by Dr. Hyde should be referred to governments 

for observations. 
• 

Dr. GEAR felt strongly that section II of the report could not be 

accepted• 

. . ' • - ••‘ • • 

He had been puzzled by an opinion given by the Secretariat regarding 

Article 24, which seemed to imply thai tiiembers of the Board were 

medical experts not qualified to discuss financial matters. Such an 

interpretation would limit their, functions..in discussing budgetary-

matters . 
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The DIRECTOR争GENERA! gave the following explanations on the points 

raised. 

Unless V/HO were provided "with the necessary finances for the 

provision of teaching supplies necessary for missions and teams, hitherto 

supplied by UNICEF and UNRHA, nothing useful could be accomplished4 

The supplies were not intended for extensive new campaigns but were 

necessary to ensure a reasonable basis for the development of programmes 

established by the Health Assembly, and implemented by the Executive 

Board and Secretariat. WHO must be prepared to take over and continue 

the programmes initiated by UNICEF. 

The question of an increase in the budget had already been 

answered by the Health Assembly decision in regard to the 1949 budget• 

It was inevitable that WHG should have a larger budget in 1950 than in 

1949。 Indeed, the size of the present budget had been criticized as 

ridiculous by newspapers all over the world, in comparison with the 

problems faced by WHO. The quc-stion of scales of contribution was a 

concern of the Executive Board following a resolution of the Health 

Assembly (document A/86) stating that the system of assessment should 

be reconsidered at the second World Health Assembly. It was the 

responsibility of the Executive Board to consider the system of assess-

ment and to make recommendations thereon. The question had merely been 

introduced in the document and would be enlarged for the consideration 

of the next meeting of the Executive Board. Certain governments night 

be willing to contribute in different scales to Operational and ad-

mins t rating budgets； funis from other sources might become available 

for the operational part of the budget• The situation would be clarified 

by the suggested division of the budget, but it was necessary to recognize 

possible different scales of assessment. 

The acceptance of material contributions could be done in two ways: 



by actual acceptance of supplies in lieu of contributions^ or by-

acceptance of local currency, wherever it could be used, to purchase 

supplies. Only the principle had to be considered by the Executive 

Board: whether it would be alvantageous to the people of the world to 

be able to accept supplies, or local currency for the purchase of 

supplies о The point would be submitted to governments by circulation 

of the budget within the time-limit prescribed by the Gonstitutioru 

The proper way of handling such a situation was already laid down in 

the Rules of Procedure。 

It was not possible to make recommendations in regard to scales 

of contributions because they would have to be negotiated, and not 

estimated. It would be particularly necessary to negotiate the 

different scales, which could only be achieved by presenting tho 

principle of varying scales to governments； it was for the Health 

Assembly to decide how expenses should be allocatede 

In re^ird to the point raised by Dr о Gôar, the Executive Board was, 

of course, instructed to consider and make recommendations on certain 

financial matters under Article 28 (e) and (g). The Executive Board， 

under Article 24^ was not competent to consider budgetary questions 

in the sense of the amount of funds which could be made available by 

different governments• The obligation of the Board was to present 

the optimum, but not the concept, of tha amounts which governments might. 

wish to contribute to the budget. 



Dr. HÏDE said that though the Board did not represent individual 

governments, it represented the Health Assembly, which was composed of 

representatives of governments, and therefore it should take into ac-

count responsibility to collective governments, He hoped supplies 

would be limited to demonstration teams. Provision of supplies on a 

large scale might mean that WHO would become a relief organization. 

Such activities should be apart from the long-term objectives of the 

Organization. He withdrew the suggestion of consulting governments 

now but considered the assessment of the scale of contributions.and 

the proposal for contributions in kind so important that they should 

be discussed at the following session of the Board, before submission 

to the Health Assembly. • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the scales of assessment would be con-

sidered at the next session of the Board, Further elucidation of the 

proposal concerning contributions in kind would also be given. The 

limitation of supplies to demonstration teams would be ineffective. 

Sufficient supplies must be provided to start the programme demonstrated 

by the teaching teams• 

He questioned Dr. Hyde1 s interpretation of the Board's responsibility 

to governments. The Constitution contained no such definition. It was 

the function of the Board to take instructions from, and implement 

decisions of’ the Health Assembly, but not to interpret unexpressed ideas 

of governments. The Health Assembly had accepted the thesis that the 

1950 budget would exceed that of 1949. 、 

Dr» STAMPAR proposed, and Dr. EVANG seconded, that the Director-

General be asked to proceed on the lines laid down in document EB2/63. 

The CHA.IRMAN welcomed the proposal. The Director-General would 

submit to the following session of the Board papers on the scale of 



assessments and on contributions in kind. 

Decisions: Dr. Stairpar1 s proposal was adopted. 

The Board took note of documents EB2/49 and EB2/48 RevЛ (the 

latter to serve as guidance for the Director-General and not 

as a working paper)。 

It was agreed that a working party consisting of Dr, Dowling, 

Dr. Evang, Dr. Hafezi, Dr. Hyde and Dr. Yung would meet three 

days before the beginning of the following session to discuss 

the presentation of the budget with the Secretariate 

2 ALLOCATION OF FUND: REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON FINANCIAL 

REUTIOMS 3ETWEEN HEADQUARTERS AND REGIONAL OFFICES (Documents 

EB2/89 and EB2/84) (Item 7 of the Agenda) 

The CHAIRMAN, as Chairman of the Working Party on Financial Relations 

between Headquarters and Regional Offices, presented the report of the 

working party (document EB2/89). There had been divided opinion in the 

working party on the reimbursement of travel expenses of representatives 

of member states attending regional meetings. 

Dr. HYDB gave the minority view. The existence of a regional office 

presupposed local interest among the regional governments• During the 

past 40 years in the western hemisphere, governments had sent rep-

resentatives to Pan American Sanitary Organization meetings• The United 

Nations did not pay travel expenses to meetings of subsidiary organizations 

of local regional interest. The assumption by the Organization of travel 

expenses to regional as well as to central meetings would entail too 

great an expenditure for this purpose• Hard currency would be used for 

transportation in regions where local travel expenses could be met in soft 

currency. The Health Assembly^ decision to pay the travel of rep-

resentatives to the Assembly was sound but should not be taken as a 

precedent for local meetings of regional interest. 

The Board first considered paragraph IB and the resolution on page 2 

of document EB2/84. 



Dr. EVANG gave the majority view. The first meeting'of each 

regional committee was the result of a Health Assembly decision to es-

tablish a regional office. There was only one meeting of the kind for 

each region. The reimbursement of travel expenses for one representative 

of each Member State would serve to emphasise the global outlook of the 

Organization and to give Members the feeling that regional offices 

formed an integral part of it. 

The paragraph was put to the vote. 

Decision: Paragraph IB and the resolution on page 2 of 

document EB2/84 were adopted by 11 votes to Л3 with 1 ab-

stention. 

After some discussion on the meaning of the word "Member" in a 

region， it was agreed that until the following HeaLth Assembly had con-

sidered Article 47 of the Constitution, referred to it for elucidation 

by the Working Party on Constitutional Matters, the resolution would apply-

to those Members so defined at the last Health Assembly. 

The Board considered paragraph the reimbursement of travel ex-

penses of representatives of Member States to regional committees. 

The CHAIRMAN said the object of the proposal was to ensure the 

efficient working of the regional committees by guaranteeing one full 

meeting a year. The absence of any financial encouragement might lead 

regional governments to sond local， and not necessarily expert rep-

resentatives to such meetingj. 

Dr. HYDE remarked that that had not been the experience of the Pan 

American Sanitary Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the majority of the 

working party^ in paragraph IA. 



Decision: The proposal was rejected, there being eight votes 

in favour and eight against, with no abstentions. The re-

mainder of document EB2/89 was approved. 

3 CURRENCY OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 1949 BUDGET (Documents EB2/9 and 

EB2/9 Add.l) (Item 8.4 of the Agenda)• 

Mr. SIEGEIi (Secretariat) introduced the documents and gave infor-

mation on the experience during the first eight months of 1948. Eighty 

thousand U,S. dollars had been used in sterling as a result of a special 

effort to use the UNRRA. sterling grant. An office had been set up in 

London and fellows routed through London to use sterling for travel• 

$27,300 had been used in Straits dollars, $20,600 in French francs. An 

administrative problem arose, in that duplication of currencies in-

creased work and the number of'.bank accounts. The Secretariat was 

prepared to undertake the additional responsibility but wished to point 

out the difficulties, particularly since only relatively small amounts 

of soft currency could be used in 1949. 

Dr, LECLAJNCHE (Adviser to Professor Parisot) hoped that it would 

be possible for part of contributions to the 1950 budget to be paid 

in soft currency. The Secretariat might mention that possibility when 

asking governments for their 1949 ccrrtribution. He hoped that in 1950 

expenditure in soft currency would exceed one per cent, of the budget. 

Mr. SIEGEL said it was impossible to estimate the 1950 budget, 

Nothing was yet known of the number of fellowships, the universities to 

which fellows would be sent, nor about demonstration and field services 

for that year. The desirability of accepting contributions in soft 

currency was fully appreciated. 

Dr. YUNG thought countries should be considered individually on 

the basis of the amount of local currency the Organization could use. 

Countries receiving demonstration teams under the field services 



programmes could defray local expenses of such teams as their con-

tribution. 

Mr. SIEGEL recalled that the Health Assembly, in regulation 19 

of the Financial Regulations, had decreed that all governments should 

be given equal opportunity to pay in local currencies usable by the 

Organization, 

Decision: The resolution on page 4 of document EB2/9 was 

adopted• 

Dr. LECL/ilNCHE hoped that, if it were impossible in a provisional 

budget to fix the percentage acceptable in soft currency, the expenses 

incurred by countries on behalf of WHO would be taken into account, 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that a more accurate estimate of the 

Organization's currency needs in 1950 could be made toward the end 

of 1949. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat would take note of Dr. 

Leclainchef s remarks. 

The meeting rose at 6.25 p.m. 
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1 . PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET FOR 1950 - DISCUSSÏON ON FINANCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS .〈Documents EB2/63, EB2/47, EB2/48 Rev.l and 

' ' ' E B 2 / 4 9 ) (Continuation) ‘ 

• * 

Dr. MANI reminded the Board of his proposal for approval of the 

financial implications contained on pages 4 and 5 of document EB2/6>, 

made after a prolonged discussion and explanations by the Director-Gerteral 

Dr. GEAR suggested that two additional items should be included in 

the philosophicalpresentation of the principles on which the budget 

would be based: . • ，. • 

(1) the principle contained in the Preamble to the Constitution regarding 

the necessity of informed opinion and active co-operation on thé part of 

the public in the improvement of the health of the people ; and 

(2) that contained in Article 2(c) referring to the assistance ta be 
• . * • . 

^given to governments in strengthening health services• 
. » 

Item (1) on page 3, entitled "Tropical Hygiene", should be amended 

to read "Urban and Rural Sanitation and Hygiene" in accordance with the 

decision of the Health Assembly. 

The question of health education should also be included in the 
» 

programme envisaged for 1950• . . 
• ‘ . ‘ • • • 

Dr# YUNG, while agreeing on the necessity for the gradual development 

of the Organization, thought that the budget áiould not again be reduced, 

and proposed that the 1950 budget be fixed at a ceiling of seven million 

dollars. 

. : , . 
The CHAIRMAN agreed with the observations made by Dr. Gear that 

the document should be amended to include the two principles outlined 

in the Constitution, and that health education should form part of the 

1950'programmet 

Replying to Dr# ïung, he said： that the Executive Board was not 

competent to recommend a ceiling for the budget. 
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Dr. HYDE staised that: (1) the first two paragraphs on page 5 intro-

duced a new concept of the functions of WHO, by Implying that it was a. 

supply organization; (2) section II introduced the basic question of 
“ . » * 

scales of contributions, which had no relation %o the form of presentation 

of the budget； (3) section III， concerning the question of contributions 

in kind rather than in an accepted currency, was also a new conception. 

The three points should be carefully considered and discussed. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the remarks of Dr. Hyde. He reserved 

his position in any consideration of- the budget based on the application 

of the philosophy outlined in the document under discussion. 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that the sub-title of document EB2/48/Rev»l should 

be amended to read: "Рфег submitted by the United Kingdom11 • It had 

been put in under Rule 11(c) of the Rules of Procedure. The paper had 

been submitted in the hope that it would be noted by the Executive Board, 

to serve as guidance for the Director-General in establishing the budget• 

He felt that the Executive Board, as one of its responáibilities to the 

Health Assembly, should give careful consideration to budgetary questions. 

There was no question of the Board1 s fixing a ceiling; but it should con-

sider whether or not the budget should be increased. The Board had to . 

take account of the interests of the Health Assembly: it might be well 
• « - » 

not to increase the budget for 1950 substantially, but to abstain frcan 

consideration of that point until WHO had achieved some tangible achieve-

ment, which would persuade governments of its value. 

He felt it would be useful if the Director-General would take note of 

the paper and bear it in mind in the preparation of the budget• 

Dr. HYDE made the following additional comments on the points he had 

previously raisedt (1) The Health Assembly had limited supply 

• . ： * ‘ ... ' . . • 

functions to the despatch of equipment and teaching material for the 
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use of demonstration teams. If larger supply operations were now 

possible, a specific plan, with certain limitations, should be laid 

down, accompanied by a concise statement on the extent of the 

supply programme involved• 

(2) The question of reconsideration of scale s of contributions 

involved the respective governments• It might.be proper to instruct 

the Director-General to communicate with governments and obtain their 

reactions• Any proposal submitted to the Assembly for changes in the 

scale of contributions should be supported by detailed suggestions 

indicating the bases on which the scales were founded• (3) The 

question of contributions in kind involved a fundamental change in 

the financing of WHO, and the views of governments should be obtained' 

on the matter» Governments should be consulted on the last two points, 

prior to any decision by the Executive Board recommending such 

basic changes to the Health Assembly, 

Dr. MACKENZIE stressed that tho programme in regard to medical 

supplies was a fundamental change in policy which could not be embarked 

upon without some mandate from the Health' Assembly. He agreed that 

points ⑵ and (3) raised by Dr• Hyde should be referred to governments 

for observations• 

Dr. GEAR felt strongly that section II of the report could not be 

accepted» 
. “‘“‘： . 

He had been puzzled- by an opinion given by the Secretariat regarding 

Article 24, which seemed to imply that members of the Board were 

medical experts not qualified to discuss financial matters. Such an 

interpretation would limit their functions in discussing budgetary 

matters. 



The DIRECTOR-GSNEïUlL gave the following explanations 

raised. 

Unless WHO were provided with the necessary finances 

provision of teaching supplies necessary for missions and 

supplied by UNICEF and UNRRA, nothing useful could be accomplished4 

The•supplies were not intended for extensive new campaigns but were 

neaessary to ansure a reasonable basis for the developcient of programrâ s 

qstablis'hed by the Health Assembly, and implemented by-the Executivo 

Board and Secretariat. WHO must be prepared to take over and continue 

the programmes initiated by UNICEF. 

, T h e question of an increase in the budget had already been 

answered by the Health Assembly decision in regard to.the 1949 budget. 

It was inevitable that WHO should have a largor budget in 19-50 than in 

1949. Indeed, the size of the present budget had been criticized as 

ridiculous by newspapers all over the world, in cbmparison with the 

problems faced by Ï/НО/ The qua s t ion of scales of contribution was a 

concern of the Executive Board follonving a resolution of the Health 

Assembly'(document Л/86) stating that the system of assessment should 

‘ • • ； • ... 
•be reconsidered at the second Vi or Id Health Assembly. It was the 

responsibility of the Executive Board to consider the system of assess-

ment and .to make recommendations thereon. The question had merely been 

introduced in the document and would be enlarged for the consideration 

of the next meeting of the Executive Board". Certain governments might 

be willing to contribute in different scales to Operational and ad-

minstrating budgets； funds from other sources might become available 

for the operational part óf the budget. The situation would be clarified 

by the suggested division of the budget, but it was necessary to recognize 

.possible different scales of. assessment. 

The acceptance of material contributions could be done in two ways:. 

丨V Rcról 

page 5 

on the points 

for the 

teams, hitherto 
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by actual acceptance of supplies in lieu of contributions, or.by 

acceptance of local currency, wherever it could bo used, to purchase 

supplies. Only the principle had to be: considered by the Executive 
- * • . 

Board: whether it would bs aivantageous to the people of the world to 

be able to accept supplies, or local currency for the purchase of 

supplies. . The point woiold be submitted, to governments by circulation 

of the budget within the time-limit prescribed by the Constitution. 

The proper way of handling such a situation was already laid down in 

• . • ‘ 

the Rules of Procédure. • 

It was not possible to mak.e recommendations in regard to scales 

of contributions because they -would have to be negotiated, and not 

estimated• It would be particularly necessary to negotiate the 

i 

different scales, which could only be achieved by presenting the 

principle of varying scales to governments； it was for the Health 

Assembly to decide how expenses should be allocated； 

In re^rd ；to the point raised by Dr. Gear, the Executive Board was, 

of course, instructed to consider and make recommendations on certain 

financial matters under Article 28 (e) ani (g)• The Executive Board, 

under Article 24， was not competent to consider budgetary questions 

in the sense of the amount of funds, which could be made available by 

different governments. The obligation of .the Board was to present 

the optimum, but no.t the concept, of tha amounts which governments might 

wish to contribute to the budget. 



Dr. HYDE said that though the Board did not represent individual 

governments, it represented the Health Assembly, which was composed of 

representatives of governments, and therefore it should take, into ac-

count responsibility to collective governments. He hoped supplies 

would be limited to demonstration te卿s. Provision of supplies on a 

large scale might mean that WHO would become a relief organization. 

Such activities should be apart from the long-term objectives of the 

Organization. He withdrew the suggestion of consulting governments 

now • out considered the assessment of the scale of contributions and 

the proposal for contributions in kind so important that they should 

be discussed at the following session of the Board厂 before submission 

to the Health Assémbly. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said -the scales of assessment would be con-

siderèd at the next session of the Board. Further elucidation of the 

proposal concerning contributions in kind would also be given. The . 

limitation of supplies to demonstration teams would be ineffective. 

Sufficient supplies must be provided to start the programme demonstrated 

by the teaching teams. 

He questioned Dr. Hyde
1

 s interpretation of the Board^s responsibility 

to governments. The Constitution contained no such definition. It was 

the function of the Board to take instructions from, and implement 

decisions of the Health Assembly, but not to interpret unexpressed ideas 

•of governments. The Health Assembly had accepted the thesis "that the 

1950 budget would exceed- that of 1949. 

Dr, STAMPAR proposed, and Dr. EVANG seconded, that the Director-

General be asked to proceed on the lines laid down in document EB2/63, 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the proposal. The Direûtor-General would 

submit to the following session of the Board papers on the scale of 



assessments.and on contributions in kind. 
• “ ' • • . . . • . “ • 、- ——•.'...‘ 

Decisions; Dr. Stairipar1 s proposal was adopted. 

The Board took note of documents EB2/49 and SB2/48 Rev.l (the 
latter to serve as guidance for the Director-General and not 
as a working paper)„ 

It was. agreed. that a working party consisting of Dr. Downing, 

Dr. Evang, Dr. Hafezi, Dr. Hyde and Dr. Yung would meet three 

days before the beginning of the following session to discuss 

the presentation of the budget with the Secretariat. 

•2 ALLOCATION OF FUND: REPORT OF THS WORKING PARTY ON FINANCIAL 

RELATIONS BETWEEN HEADĈ iirtT¿RS AND REGIONAL OFFICES (Documents 

EB2/89、and EB2/84) (Item 7 of the Agenda). 

The CHAIRMAN, as Chairman of the Working Party on Financial Relations 

between Headquarters and Regional Offices, presented the report of the 

working party (document ЕВ2/89^ > There had been divided opinion in the 

working party on the reimbursement of travel expenses of representatives 

of member states attending regional meetings. 

Dr. HYDE gave the minority- view. The existence of a regional office 

presupposed local interest among the regional governments. During the 
/ 

past 40 years in the western lîemisphers；，governments had sent rep-

resentatives to Pan American Sanitary Organization meetings. The United 

Nations did not pay travel expenses、tо meetings of subsidiary organizations 

of local regional interest。 The assumption by the Organization of travel 

expenses to regional as well as to central meetings would entail too 

great an expenditure for this purpose. Hard currency would be used for 

transportation in regions where local travel exp^r.s^s could be met in soft 

cur rene у • The ïîe-T Assembly^ decision to pay the travel oí rep-

rasentztî vf3 to thç A s e A l y was sound but should not be t'丄ken as a 

precodont for local moetings of regional interest. 

The Board first considered paragraph IB and the resolution on page 2 , 

of documerrt EB2/84. 



•Dr. EVANG gave, the majority view. The first meeting of each 

regional committee was the result of a Health Assembly decision to. es-
« * . 

tablish a regional office• There was only one meeting of the kind for 

each region. The reimbursement of travel expenses for one representative 

of each Member State would serve to en^hasisë the global outlook of the 

Organization and to give Members the feeling that regional'officas 

formed an Integral part of it¿ • 

The paragraph was put to the vote. • 
* • ” • * , 

Decisions Paragraph IB'and the resolution pn page 2 of 

document EB2/S4 were adopted by 11 votes to 4， with 1 ab-

stention. . • 

• ‘ • , • 

After some discussion on the meaning of the word "Member" in a 
• ' . . . . . . 

region, it was agreed that until the following HeaLth Assembly had con-

• - . ‘ » ' 
sidered Article 47 of the Constitution, referred to it for elucidation 

by the Working Party on Constitutional Matters, the resolution vfould apply-

to those Members‘so defined at the last Health Assembly. . 

The Board considered paragraph Ik， the reimbursement of travel ex-

penses of representatives of Member States to regional committeesw • 

• » ' '• . • • • • . 

The CHAIRMAN said the object of the proposal was to ensure the 

efficient working of the regional committees by guaranteeing one full 

meeting a- year» The absence of any financial encouragement might lead 

regional governments to s^nd local、 and not necessarily expert rep-

resentatives to such meetings.. 

Dr. HYDE remarked that that had not been the experience of the Pan 

American Sanitary Organization. 

.- .• ‘ •• • .； 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the majority of the 

working party, in paragraph là, namely, that travel expenses of one 

representative of each Member to one annual meeting of the regional 

committees should be paid by WHO* 



Decision: The proposal was rejected, there being eight votes 

in favour and eight against, with no abstentions. The re-

mainder of document EB2/39 was approved. 

. 
3 CURRENCY OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 1949 BUDGET (Documents EB2/9 and 

EB2/9 Add.l) (Item 8.4 of the Agenda). 

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretariat) introduced the documents and gave infor-

mation on the experience during the first eight months of 1948.• Eighty 
. , • • ••......... . . 

thousand U.S. dollars had been used in sterling as a result of a special 

effort to USQ the ÜNRRA sterling grant• Ah office had been set up in . 

London and follows routed through London to use sterling for travel. 

$27,300 had been used in Straits" dollars, $20,600 in Ftfenoh francs. An 

administrative problem arose, in that duplication of currencies in-

creased work and the number of'.bank accounts. The Secretariat was 

prepared to undertake the additional responsibility but wished to point 

out the difficulties, particularly sinoe only relatively small amounts 

of soft currency could be used in 1949. 

...: . • • _ • • • 

Dr. LECLiilNCHE (Advisar to Professor Parisot) hoped that it, would 

be possible for part of contributions to the 1950 budget to be paid 

in soft currency. The Secretariat might mention that possibility when 

asking governments for their 1949 contribution. He hoped that in 1950 

expenditure in soft currency would exceed one per cent, of the budgets 

Mr. SIEGEL said it was impossible to estimate the 1950 budget. 
• • • . • • • . •

 1 

Nothing was yet known of the number of fellowships, the universities to 

which fellows would be. sent, nor about demonstration and field services 

for that year. The desirability of accepting contributicns in soft 

currency was fully appreciated. . 

Dr. YUNG thought countries should be considered individually on 

the basis of the amount of local currency the' Organization could use. 

Countries receiving demonstration teams under the field seirvioes 



programmes could defray local expenses of such teams as their con-

tribution. 

Mr, SIEGEL recalled that the Health Assembly, in regulation 19 

af the Financial Regulations, had decreed that all governments should » 

be given equal opportunity to pay in local currencies usable by the 

Organization, 

Decision: The resolution on page 4 of document E32/9 Add^l 

was adopted • • 

Drf LECL/ilNCHE hoped that, if it were impossible in a provisional 

budget to fix the percentage acceptable in soft currency, the expenses 

incurred by countries on behalf of WHO would be takén into account. 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that a more accurate.estimate of the 

Organization丨s currency needs in 1950 could be made toward the end 

of 1949. 

. . The CHAIRMAN said 

Leclainche?s remarks. 

that the Secretariat would take note of Dr. 

The meeting rose at 6.25 р.ш« 

At the nineteenth meeting, during discussion 

of the draft report of the second session of 

the Executive Board, Dr« Yung asked that his 

negative vote on the resolution on page 4 of 

document EB2/9.?dd.l should be recorded in the 

minutes-
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CORRIGENDA 

Page 3> line 13 : 

line 14 : 

line 22 : 

line 23 ： 

Page 9 y last line : 

Page 11, line 7 

Clos3 quotation marks and insert full stop 

after "Kingdom". 

Delete "Delegation" and insert full stop, 

followed by the sentence, "It had been put 

in under Rule 11(c) of the Rules of Procedure 

After “ budgetn insert "for 1950 substantially". 

Delete "justifying such an increase" and sub-

stitute пwhich would persuade governments of 

its value". 

Substitute comma for full stop after "paragraph 

IA" and insert "namely, that travel expenses 

of one representative of each Member to one 

annual meeting of the regional committees should 

be paid by vVHO..." 

Delete "document EB2/9" and substitute "document 

EB2/9.Add.l". 

Insert the following as a footnote to the decision: 
f,At the nineteenth meeting ̂  during discussion 

of the draft report of the second session of 

the Executive Board, Dr. Yung asked that his 

negative vote on the resolution on page 4 of 

document EB2/9-Acid.l should be recorded in the 

minutes-“ 


